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For an arbitrary int-eger n'~ 2 we shall consider the symmetric group Sri whose
elements are the n! permutations of {1, .•• In}.' "\Ve let i.J, ... _range .over
{I, ...• n}. For each i we let ~ be the cyclic permutation (1., .... ,. i) of {I ..... ~·n}.
Thus when m <i then I(m}=m+l, when m=i·then f(m)=1. and when m>i
then I(m) =~m. A wor!l shall be a finite nonempty sequence each term of which is
either some i or some ,-1• To each word there corresponds.in an obvious way a
unique element of S,. For example, to ik there corresponds the 7T in Sil which for
each m satisfies .".(m)~: i(k(m». A word W shall be nondecteasing if and only if
each term of W is some i and M-' contains no k to tbe left cf an I such that t <k.
Thus 3 and 334 are nondecreasing. but 3-1 4 and 4.3 are not. A word W shall be
irredundant if and onlv if eitherW is 1 or there is no i such that W contains i or... "
more consecutive terms ,0.
Theorem 1. Each 17 in S,. comtsponds 10 one and only one word W which is
irredundant and nondecreasing. Moreouer; if "11' moves none 0/ i + I,. ... ~ n then W
contains none of i +1, :" •• ,. n•.
Note that there are only n! distinct irredundant nondeereasing words, Hence jf
each 7T in Srr. corresponds to at least one 'such woro' then none can correspond to
more than one. Hence the uniqueness part of the theorem follows from the rest..
We prove this rest .t,y induction; If 7!' moves none <if2~ ••'. n'then 1r corresponds
to .1. Given any i<;~ .assume now as Inductive hjpothesis that the desired result
holds for those 'iT' in S,. which 'move' none of ; + 1·~ .. ~ . ~ii. COnsider any '7i in S;'
which moves i+i,' but none of ;+2....·.• n. Then 1T-l(i+ll~i. Let" k=
(;+I)-·1T-'(;+I) and let 1'r·~1r(i+l)-Ir:.SinCe (I+l)-.~ maps i+linto ".-I(i+l).
therefore 1t' does not move (+ 1: Also··i' movesri~ne 0(;+,2, ...::~.~ since neither
'" nor 0 +1)-k moves any of these:'Hence by "die. inductive-hyPotheSis 7' cor-
• .;.. - ~.... "I ,.
responds to ali irrcdundant ncndecreaslng wow. ;W' which· contains "none. of
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i +1,...• "n. If W' is Llet W be the word (I + 1)1c:, i.e., the sequence consisting of k
terms 1+1. If W' is not 1 Jet W be the word W.f'(I+lt. In either case, W is
irredundant, nondecreasing, and without terms i +2,. ..... "n. Moreover. since tt =
'IT(;+ I)-le(i+ 1>," therefore 7r corresponds to IV. This concludes our proof (and
directions for constructing W).
It follows from Theorem 1 that {I,."" . , n} is a set of generators for Sn.. In fact, as
is wen known and easy to see, {2,. 11} is also a set of generators.
. Henceforth e shall be the identity element of the group under consideration.
Then equality (1) below holds for S", Now consider any i and k such that {< k. If
1= 1 then 2(/+1)=1 =kik-\ and if i> 1 then 2(;+1)=(2..... i+1)=frlk-'. It
follows that each of the In(n -1) equalities (2) below hold for Sn.
(1) l=e.
(2) ki = 2(1 +l)k, if k > t.
A presentation of a group G consists of a set of generators for G and of a set E of
equalities which involve (besides e) only these generators and which hold for G
such that any equality which involves only these generators and which holds for G
is a group-theoretic consequence of E. Various presentations of Sn are given in the
hook by Coxeter and Moser on Generators and Relations for Discrete Groups
(Springer-Verlag, 1957). To these we now add another. Fairly generous regarding
generators it is economical regarding equalities (or, rather, equality schemes)..
Theorem 2. The set {t, ... , n} and the equalities (1) and (2) together form a
presentation ofSn.
Let E be the set consisting of equality (1) and the ~n(n -1) equalities (2). We
already saw that {1~" .. , n} is a set of generators for S~ and that each equality
belonging to E holds for S,.. It remains to show that each equality which involves
only {1~ ... ,n} and which holds for Sri is a group-theoretic consequence of E. For
this purpose it is convenient to change from Stl to an abstract group GIf. for which
{I, ... , n} and E form a presentation. Thus {I, ...... n} is from now on a generating
set for Gnr and exactly those equalities involving only I, ...... n hold for G.... which
are group-theoretic consequences of E. Since 1,. ... .n are elements of Gn there
now corresponds to each word a unique element of G'I" It will be :lufficient to prove
that each element of G~ thus corresponds to some irredundant nondecreaslng
word" For by the uniqueness of this word for $" this implies that G n is isomorphic to
S,u so that {I, .... , n} and E also form a presentation of S","
One of our tasks will be to derive (3) below, i.e., to show that each of the n
equalities (3) holds for Gn • Note that in contrast to (2) the length of (3) increases
with k.
(3) k lc <e, for 1~k:G:n.
To derive (3), we shall now derive the followiag.
(4) (i+l)k=2ki, ut:»:
(5) (; + l)kt- t = (2k )'-12,. if k »t~ 2.
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(6) k Jc = (2k)"-1" ifk~2;.
(7) (2k)'ft-l = k(k"-1)k-tk-1• if k ~2_
To begin with. wederive (3h, the instance of (3) where k =2. We use (3)1 = (1)
and the in5tz.:~~~ of (2) where.. k =~ and i = 1: One then obtains (4) from (2) and
(3h. From (4) one obtains (5) by using induction on t.. Specifically, if· 2 < i +1 < k
then by (4) and the inductive hypothesis respectively one obtains.
(;+l)+l)kk'-1 =2k(:+ l)ki~i=-2k(2kt-12.
Now let k ~2. If k =2. then (6j is trivial. And if k >2 then (6) isobtained from (5)
with i::;;k -1 by multiplication on the right by k. From the instance of (2) where
i =k-l one obtains 2k = k(k-l)k-.1. One then obtains (7) by (k(k-l)k·-I ) I: - l =
k(k-l)"-lk- i . Any instance of (3) can now be obtained from (1) and a sufficient
number of instances of (7) an~1" (6). This concludes our derivation of (3).
A {I, .... ~ kI-word shall be a word which contains no.terms other than 1, •••• k.
We ret v -.. W if and only jf the same element of G. corresponds to V and W. \Ve
shall now prove the following assertions.
(8) If 1< i < k < n, then there 3 some {t, ... 'I ; + I}-word ~ such that
((k+l)2i-1 - W(k+li- t •
(9) If i < k < n, then there is some {1, ...• 1+ l}-word Wll such that (k +1)/('-
W(k+l)f+l.
(10) For each k and each {t.. ·... I' k}-word V there is an irredundant nonde-
.
creasing {l, ... , k }-word W such that V - w:
To prove (8) we use induction on i. If l = 2, we let W = 23. Then by. (2) (i.e.,
since (2) holds for Gn ). (k+l)2- W(k + 1). Now let i+l<k and assume that
«(k +1)2)i-l -- U(k +l)i-l for some {I, ..•• ; + l}-word U. By (2),
(k+l)2U -23(k+l}U -23V(k+l)
for some {It ... , j +Z}-word V. Hence, for i +1, 23V is a desired IV:
To prove (9) let i < k < n. If i = 1 then, by (2) the word 2 is a desired ~ Now let
i> 1. By (2) and induction on i,
(1 +.1)k i = (2(k +l»'(k +1) = 2«(k +1)2i-1Ck+1)2.
By (8) there ts some {l•... ,i+l}-word V such that (k+l)2)i-l_V(k+ly-l"
Hence 2 V is a desired l~
To prove (10) we use induction on k. If k :ei2, then by (3)1 and (3)z there is a
desired W. Now let 2~ k < n and assume as inductive hypothesis that for each
{I, . .. ~ k}-word there is a desired ~ Let U be any {I, ..... , lc}-word. Then either
U - U' or U - k; 01' U - U'k' for some {I, ...... k -I}-word U' and some i < k. By
(2), (9). or (2) and (9) respectively there is some positive integer t and some
{II .•. , k}-word UNsuch that
(k+l)U - U"(k + It'.
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By induction on the number of occurrences of k +1 in V it follows that for any
{l, ..• t k +1}-word V containing at least one occurrence of k +1 there Is some
positive integer t and some {t•... ,. k}-wocd Uri such that V - U"(k +1)'.. By the
inductive hypothesis and by (3), U"(k + 1)' - W for some {I,. ... ,. k + l}-word W
which is irredundant and nondecreasing.
Now, by (3), for each word U there is some {I, ... , n}.word V such that U - v.
Hence, by (10), for each word U there is an irredundant nondecreasing W such
that U - w: Hence each element of G.. corresponds to some irredundant non-
decreasing word. This concludes our proof of Theorem 2.
In conclusion we remark that (IO) also holds for a different relation -. Let
1, ..• ,. n be distinct letters of an alphabet. instead of elements of a group. Let (2r
be the rule which for each k> i allows replacement of a (consecutive) part ki of a
word W by 2(; + I)k. Let (3)' be the rule which for each k allows deletion of a
proper part klr. of a word and also replacement of an entire word k le by the word 1.
Let V - \V if and only if V = W or V yields W by finitely many applications of
rules (2)' and (3)'. (The new relation - therefore is reflexive and transitive but not
symmetric.) Now our proofs of (8). (9), (10) apply to the new relation - if instead of
(2) and (3) one vses (2)' and (3)'"
One may ask whether applications of rule (2Y alone always allow one to trans-
form a {I, ... , a}-word V into a word W which is nondecreasing but which may be
redundant. George M. Bergman, in a private communication, has shown that the
answer is negative. He has characterized the {It ... I 4}..words V which cannot be
thus transformed. For example, 43423 and 44233 are among these.
